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Executive Chef, Brasserie Beck 
 

“Let’s just say that I became a chef despite the fact that mine was a tuna-casserole kind of family,” laughs 
Dean Dupuis, a man who counts catering Usher's wedding among his career highlights.  These days, he's 
the one whom renowned chef Robert Wiedmaier entrusts with Brasserie Beck, his popular European-style 
establishment in downtown Washington. 
 
Dupuis liked to watch cooking shows as a kid.  Growing up in Cape Cod, restaurants were a dime a 
dozen. He found jobs as a busboy and dishwasher to make pocket money.  He enjoyed the professional 
kitchen environment, and was working on the line by his late teens.  By the time he was 20, Dean Dupuis 
decided he was good enough to make it his career – and take it to the top.  
 
His path has progressed steadily from the best restaurants on his native peninsula in Massachusetts, to a 
small town country club in Tennessee, where he learned the art of biscuit baking from two charming old 
ladies who showed him how to cook with love.  Working his way up to executive sous chef at South 
Carolina’s 4-diamond Beaufort Inn, Dupuis began making everything in-house, using the best and 
freshest ingredients, an approach he has adhered to ever since.  For the same owners, he opened Okra Bar 
& Grille, which he eventually transformed into the illustrious Bateaux.  Down in Bermuda, he ran 
Coquille, the finest restaurant on the island, raising its standards even higher as a fully from-scratch 
kitchen.  While there, he was selected to participate in a competition sponsored by the U.S. Meat Export 
Federation and won first place for ‘best originality.’  
 
Dupuis went on to run Atlanta’s South City Kitchen for four years, [catering Usher’s wedding, along the 
way,] when a headhunter lured him to Oakland, California.  There, he opened Picán, a southern style 
restaurant, for a businessman who had lived in New Orleans and missed the food.  A great success, Picán 
was credited with helping to revitalize the city….and California living agreed with Dupuis, who won 
culinary events from the Gilroy Garlic Festival to the Sonoma County Collard Green Competition.  
 
Attending an event in New Orleans to help build awareness of Gulf Seafood, Dupuis met Robert 
Wiedmaier.  The two hit it off instantly, thanks, in part, to their mutual conviction to sustain an industry 
that is critical to their own.  Wiedmaier recalled that meeting a year later, just about the time he was 
searching for a chef to man the kitchen in his Mussel Bar Atlantic City venture, now closed. It could not 
have been a better time for Dupuis, who was hoping to move back East, where his heart truly lies with 
family and friends.  
 
Since the closure of the successful Atlantic City Mussel Bar following Hurricane Sandy, Dupuis has 
remained on board as a mainstay of the Robert Wiedmaier Restaurant Group.  Now, settled at the helm of 
Brasserie Beck, Wiedmaier's lively and stylish temple to Belgian food and drink, he happily presides over 
a seasonal menu of fine meats and seafood, mussels in various savory preparations, popular plats du jour, 
and an extensive raw bar -- bringing him full-circle back to his roots on the Cape.  But for Dupuis, it's not 
geography, but considered ingredient sourcing and no-short-cuts technique that really count.   
 
“I like to be around people whose standards are as high as mine, and Robert’s are about as high as they 
get.  Working with him gives me a sense of what it was like back in the day: he’s old school, classically 
trained, regimented, disciplined, and nose-to-the-grindstone.  He also, clearly, knows how to have fun.”   
The same could be said of Dupuis:  it’s the reward of doing what he loves for a living.  
 
 


